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Abstract

We provide a qualitative and empirical comparison of Skousen�s Analogical Modeling
algorithm �AM� with Lazy Learning �LL� on a typical Natural Language Processing task�
AM incorporates an original approach to feature selection and to the handling of sym�
bolic� unordered feature values� More speci�cally� it provides a method to dynamically
compute an optimally�sized set of nearest neighbours �the analogical set� for each test
item� on the basis of which the most plausible category can be selected� We investigate
the algorithm�s generalisation accuracy and its tolerance to noise and compare it to Lazy
Learning techniques on a primary stress assignment task in Dutch� The latter problem is
typical for a large amount of classi�cation problems in Natural Language Processing� It is
shown that AM is highly successful in performing the task� it outperforms Lazy Learning
in its basic scheme� However� LL can be augmented so that it performs at least as well
as AM and becomes as noise tolerant as well�

Keywords� Analogy�based NLP� Example� and Memory�based NLP� Statistical methods�

� Introduction

Machine Learning techniques may help in solving knowledge acquisition bottlenecks in
Natural Language Processing� instead of handcrafting linguistic knowledge bases like rule
bases and lexicons almost from scratch for each new domain� language� application� and
theoretical formalism� we can apply machine learning algorithms to a corpus of examples�
and automatically induce the required knowledge�

This paper explores one such class of algorithms� Lazy Learning� for which there has
been an increased interest in Machine Learning recently� In this type of similarity�based
learning� classi�ers keep in memory �a selection of� examples without creating abstrac�
tions in the form of rules or decision trees� Generalisation to a new �previously unseen�
input pattern is achieved by retrieving the most similar memory items according to some
distance metric� and extrapolating the category of these items to the new input pattern�
Instances of this form of nearest neighbour method include instance�based learning �Aha
et al�� �		��� exemplar�based learning �Salzberg� �		�
 Cost and Salzberg� �		��� and
memory�based reasoning �Stan�ll and Waltz� �	���

The approach has been applied to a wide range of problems using not only numeric and
binary values �for which nearest�neighbour methods are traditionally used�� but also using
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symbolic� unordered features� Advantages of the approach include an often surprisingly
high classi�cation accuracy� the capacity to learn polymorphous concepts� high speed of
learning� and perspicuity of algorithm and classi�cation �Cost and Salzberg� �		��� Aha
et al� �Aha et al�� �		�� have shown that the basic instance�based learning algorithm
can pac�learn any concept whose boundary is a union of a �nite number of closed hyper�
curves of �nite size �a class of concepts similar to that which ID� and backpropagation
can learn�� Training speed is extremely fast �it consists basically of storing patterns�� and
classi�cation speed� while relatively slow on serial machines� can be considerably reduced
by using k�d trees on serial machines �Friedman et al�� �	���� massively parallel machines
�Stan�ll and Waltz� �	��� or Wafer�Scale Integration �Kitano� �		���

In Natural Language Processing� lazy learning techniques are currently being applied
by various Japanese groups to parsing and machine translation under the names exemplar�

based translation or memory�based translation and parsing �Kitano� �		��� In work by
Cardie �Cardie� �		�� and by the present authors �Daelemans� �		�
 Daelemans et al��
�		��� variants of lazy learning are applied to disambiguation tasks at di�erent levels of
linguistic representation �from phonology to semantics��

One lazy learning variant� Analogical Modeling �Skousen� �	�	� was explicitly devel�
oped as a linguistic model� On the one hand� despite its interesting claims and properties�
it seems to have escaped the attention of the Machine Learning community while on the
the other hand� the AM literature seems to be largely oblivious of the very similar lazy
learning and nearest neighbour techniques� In this paper we provide a qualitative and
empirical comparison of analogical modeling to the more mainstream variants of lazy
learning�

In the next section the concept of Lazy Learning is elaborated further and a basic Lazy
Learner is described� A number of improvements to that basic scheme will be discussed�
Next� Analogical Modeling is presented in considerable detail� We will then turn to the
main theme of this paper� a comparison of the basic lazy learner and analogical modeling�
This comparison will mainly focus on two aspects� �i� the global performance of both
algorithms on a selected linguistic task� and �ii� the algorithms� resistance to noise� the
performance of the algorithms is monitored in conditions in which the learning material
contains progressively more �noise��

� Variants of Lazy Learning

Lazy Learning is a form of supervised learning� Examples are represented as a vector
of feature values with an associated category label� Features de�ne a pattern space� in
which similar examples occupy regions that are associated with the same category �note
that with symbolic� unordered feature values� this geometric interpretation doesn�t make
sense�� Several regions can be associated with the same category� allowing polymorphous
concepts to be represented and learned�

During training� a set of examples �the training set� is presented in an incremental
fashion to the classi�er� and added to memory� During testing� a set of previously unseen
feature�value patterns �the test set� is presented to the system� For each test pattern� its
distance to all examples in memory is computed� and the category of the least distant
instance is used as the predicted category for the test pattern�

In lazy learning� performance crucially depends on the distance metric used� The
most straightforward distance metric would be the one in equation ���� where X and Y

are the patterns to be compared� and ��xi� yi� is the distance between the values of the
i�th feature in a pattern with n features�

��X�Y � �

nX

i��

��xi� yi� ���
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Distance between two values is measured using equation ��� for numeric features �using
scaling to make the e�ect of numeric features with di�erent lower and upper bounds
comparable�� and equation ���� an overlap metric� for symbolic features�

��xi� yi� �
jxi � yij

maxi �mini
���

��xi� yi� � � if xi � yi� else � ���

��� Feature weighting

In the distance metric described above� all features describing an example are interpreted
as being equally important in solving the classi�cation problem� but this is not necessarily
the case� Elsewhere �Daelemans and van den Bosch� �		�� we introduced the concept of in�
formation gain� which is also used in decision tree learning �Quinlan� �	�
 Quinlan� �		���
into lazy learning to weigh the importance of di�erent features in a domain�independent
way� Many other methods to weigh the relative importance of features have been de�
signed� both in statistical pattern recognition and in machine learning �Aha� �		�
 Kira
and Rendell� �		�� etc� are examples�� but the one we used will su�ce as a baseline for
the purpose of this paper�

The main idea of information gain weighting is to interpret the training set as an infor�
mation source capable of generating a number of messages �the di�erent category labels�
with a certain probability� The information entropy of such an information source can be
compared in turn for each feature to the average information entropy of the information
source when the value of that feature is known�

Database information entropy is equal to the number of bits of information needed
to know the category given a pattern� It is computed by equation ���� where pi �the
probability of category i� is estimated by its relative frequency in the training set�

H�D� � �
X

pi

pilog�pi ���

For each feature� it is now computed what the information gain is of knowing its value�
To do this� we compute the average information entropy for this feature and subtract
it from the information entropy of the database� To compute the average information
entropy for a feature �equation ��� we take the average information entropy of the database
restricted to each possible value for the feature� The expression D�f�v� refers to those
patterns in the database that have value v for feature f � V is the set of possible values
for feature f � Finally� jDj is the number of patterns in a �sub�database�

H�D�f �� �
X

vi�V

H�D�f�vi��
jD�f�vi�j

jDj
���

Information gain is then obtained by equation ��� and scaled to be used as a weight
for the feature during distance computation�

G�f� � H�D��H�D�f �� ��

Finally� the distance metric in equation ��� is modi�ed to take into account the infor�
mation gain weight associated with each feature�

��X�Y � �

nX

i��

G�fi���xi� yi� ���
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��� Symbolic Features

A second problem confronting the basic lazy learning approach concerns the overlap metric
�equation �� for symbolic� unordered feature values� When using this metric� all values of
a feature are interpreted as equally distant to each other� This may lead to unsu�cient
discriminatory power between patterns� It also makes impossible the well�understood
�Euclidean distance in pattern space� interpretation of the the distance metric� Stan�ll
and Waltz ��	�� proposed a value di�erence metric �VDM� which takes into account the
overall similarity of classi�cation of all examples for each value of each feature� Recently�
Cost and Salzberg �Cost and Salzberg� �		�� modi�ed this metric by making it symmetric�
In their approach� for each feature� a matrix is computed with the di�erences �represented
as a real value� between each value using equation ���� where V� and V� are two possible
values for feature f � the distance is the sum over all n categories� C�i is the total number
of times value V� was classi�ed as category i� and C� is the total number of times V�
occurred�

��V�� V�� �

nX

i��

����
C�i

C�
�
C�i

C�

���� ���

The value di�erence matrices� computed for each feature� are used to compute the
distance between two patterns with symbolic values� so that the distance metric in equa�
tion ��� can be used instead of equation ���� thereby safe�guarding the Euclidean distance
in pattern space concept� Cost and Salzberg report excellent classi�cation accuracy on
a number of tasks with symbolic� unordered features with this modi�ed Stan�ll�Waltz
VDM �MVDM��

��� Variants not considered

Apart from weighting the relative importance of di�erent features� and computing the
numeric distance between symbolic feature values� several other improvements and mod�
i�cations to the basic lazy learning scheme have been proposed� weighting the examples
themselves� based on typicality of performance� minimising storage by keeping only a se�
lection of examples� etc� These variations will not concern us here� We will compare the
analogical modeling approach to be discussed shortly to ��� the basic lazy learning scheme�
��� lazy learning with information gain weighting of features� and ��� lazy learning using
the MVDM� We will consider both normal circumstances the presence of noise�

� The Analogical Modeling Algorithm

��� Background

Analogical Modeling has been proposed as a model of language usage� as an alternative to
current rule�based linguistic descriptions� The main assumption underlying this approach
is that many aspects of speaker performance are better accounted for in terms of �analogy��
i�e� the identi�cation of similarities or di�erences with forms in memory �the lexicon��
than by referring to explicit but inaccessible rules� See �Derwing and Skousen� �	�	

Chandler� �		�� for psycholinguistic research supporting this assumption� As in Lazy
Learning� the notion of �analogy� is given an operational de�nition in terms of a matching
process between an input pattern and a database of stored exemplars� The result of this
matching process is a collection of examples called the analogical set� and classi�cation
of the input pattern is achieved through extrapolation from this set� AM thus shares
some important characteristics with Lazy Learning� the main source of knowledge in
both approaches is a database of stored exemplars� These exemplars themselves are used
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to classify new items� without intermediate abstractions in the form of rules� In order to
achieve this� an exhaustive database search is needed� and during this search� less relevant
examples need to be discarded�

The main di�erence between both approaches lies in the way this selection is made� In
Lazy Learning with feature selection� the di�erent features are assigned a relative impor�
tance� which is used during matching to �lter out the in�uence of irrelevant features� In
AM� essentially the same e�ect is achieved without precomputing the relative importance
of individual features� Instead� all features are equally important initially� and serve to
partition the database into several disjoint classes of examples� Filtering out irrelevant
exemplars is done by considering properties of these classes rather than by inspecting
individual features that their members may share with the input pattern� To explain how
this works� we will describe the matching procedure in some more detail��

��� The Algorithm

The �rst stage in the matching process is the construction of subcontexts
 subcontexts
are sets of examples� and they are obtained by matching the input pattern� feature by
feature� to each item in the database� on an equal�not equal basis� and classifying the
database exemplars accordingly� Taking an input pattern ABC as an example� eight ����
di�erent subcontexts would be constructed� ABC� ABC�ABC� ABC� ABC� ABC � ABC
and ABC � where the overstrike denotes complementation� Thus� exemplars in the class
ABC share all their features with the input pattern� whereas for those in ABC only the
value for the third feature is shared� In general� n features yield �n mutually disjoint
subcontexts� Subcontexts can be either deterministic� which means that their members
all have the same associated category� or non�deterministic� when several categories occur�

In the following stage� supracontexts are constructed by generalising over speci�c fea�
ture values� This is done by systematically discarding features from the input pattern�
and taking the union of the subcontexts that are subsumed by this new pattern� Supra�
contexts can be ordered with respect to generality� so that the most speci�c supracontext
contains examples which share all n features with the input pattern� less speci�c supracon�
texts contain items which share at least n�� features� and the most general supracontext
contains all database exemplars� whether or not they have any features in common with
the input pattern� In the table below the supracontexts for our previous example are
displayed� together with the subcontexts they subsume�

Supracontext Subcontexts
A B C ABC
A B � ABC ABC

A � C ABC ABC

� B C ABC ABC

A � � ABC ABC ABC ABC

� B � ABC ABC ABC ABC

� � C ABC ABC ABC ABC

� � � ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC

ABC ABC ABC

An important notion with respect to supracontexts is homogeneity� A supracontext is
called homogeneous when any of the following conditions holds�

� The supracontext contains nothing but empty subcontexts�

� The supracontext contains only deterministic subcontexts with the same category�

� The supracontext contains a single non�empty� non�deterministic subcontext�

�Our description of the algorithm is based on the PASCAL code in Skousen �������
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Heterogeneous supracontexts are obtained by combining deterministic and non�deterministic
subcontexts� Going from least to most general� this means that as soon as a supracontext
is heterogeneous� any more general supracontext will be heterogeneous too�

In the �nal stage� the analogical set is constructed� This set contains all of the exem�
plars from each of the homogeneous supracontexts� Two remarks are in order here� First�
since some exemplars will occur in more than one supracontext� each exemplar is weighted
according to its distribution across di�erent supracontexts� This is accomplished by main�
taining a score for each exemplar� This score is simply the summed cardinality of each of
the supracontexts in which the exemplar occurs� The intent of this scoring mechanism is
to favor frequent patterns over less frequent ones� and patterns closer to the input pattern
over more distant patterns� since the former will surface in more than one supracontext�
Second� banning heterogeneous supracontexts from the analogical set ensures that the
process of adding increasingly dissimilar exemplars is halted as soon as those di�erences
may cause a shift in category� Exactly when this happens depends largely on the input
pattern� To �nally categorise the input pattern� either the predominant category in the
analogical set or the category of a probabilistically chosen member of this set is chosen�
In our experiments� we adopted the former approach�

� Main Stress Assignment to Dutch Words

��� Experimental Procedure and Noise Introduction

The experimental set�up used in all experiments consisted of a ten�fold cross�validation
experiment �Weiss and Kulikowski� �		��� In this set�up� the database is partitioned ten
times� each with a di�erent ��� of the dataset as the test part� and the remaining 	��
as training part� For each of the ten simulations in our experiment� the test part was
used to test generalisation performance� The success rate of an algorithm is obtained by
calculating the average accuracy �number of test pattern categories correctly predicted�
over the ten test sets in the ten�fold cross�validation experiment�

In order to insert additional noise to the data� the datasets are subjected to the
following procedure� for a given noise rate� every feature value and category in the dataset
was replaced by another possible feature or category value with a probability amounting
to the noise rate� A replaced value can be the same as the original one �with a probability
depending on the number of di�erent values for that feature or category�� After noise
addition to the dataset� the training and test sets were created in the way described
above�

��� Task Description

The task consisted of predicting the stress pattern of individual �non�complex� Dutch
words� For example� the main stress of the word panama is on the �rst syllable� PAnama�
The task of determining main stress in Dutch is notoriously di�cult� According to recent
linguistic analyses of the domain� not more than ��� of Dutch monomorphemes are
regular in metrical terms �Daelemans et al�� �		�� for an overview�� As such� the problem
is typical for many natural language processing tasks� regularities� sub�regularities and
exceptions account for data that is ambiguous and noisy �from the point of the modeler�
human or learning algorithm��

The experiments are conceived as follows� in a training phase� words are presented
together with their target stress patterns� Next� the algorithm is tested with new words
�i�e� words not encountered during training� the stress pattern of which the algorithm
has to predict� More speci�cally� the data were presented to the algorithms as strings
of phonemes �representing their pronunciation�� Following is a sample of the training
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input for the words acroniem �acronym�� actie �action�� actief �active�� and acuut �acute��
respectively�

CAT Antepenult Penult Last
A � a � kr o � n i m
B � � � � A k s i �
A � � � � A k t i v
A � � � � a � k y t

The training input contains the category �A for stress on last syllable� B for stress on
penultimate syllable etc��
 and for each of the three last syllables� a separate feature for
onset� nucleus� and coda of that syllable� A full discussion of data selection and encoding
is irrelevant for this study� and can be found elsewhere �Daelemans et al�� �		��� In the
results reported here� we were not interested in optimal generalisation performance� but
in a comparison of di�erent classi�er systems and input conditions� Optimal performance
on this task is reported in Daelemans et al� ��		�� as well�

��� Results

����� Comparison of AM and LL�s basic scheme�

The �rst question to be addressed relates to the overall accuracy of AM as compared to
the basic scheme of LL �k�nearest neighbour matching with di�erent values of k and an
overlap metric for symbolic features�� AM clearly outperforms LL� AM attains a global
success score of ����� while LL �k��� reaches a success score of ������ a di�erence that
is highly signi�cant as assessed by a Chi�square test ��� � ����� p � ������� When we
extend LL to take into account more neighbours than just the closest matching one� the
di�erence in performance between AM and LL still remains highly signi�cant� In Table �
the results are displayed comparing the success score of AM with an implementation of LL
that compares a test item with its nearest neighbour �LL��nn�� its two nearest neighbours
�LL��nn�� its �ve and ten nearest neighbours �LL��nn and LL���nn��

Table �� Comparison of Success Scores of AM and LL k�Nearest Neighbours� Assessment
of di�erence with AM

System Success Score �� � p �

AM ���� � �
LL��nn ���� ���� ��� ��
LL��nn ���� ���� ����� �
LL��nn ��� ��	�� ����� �
LL���nn ���� ����� ����� ��

From Table � it appears that AM is signi�cantly more successful than LL irrespective
of the number of nearest neighbours considered in the latter algorithm� All comparisons
of the success score reveal a signi�cantly better performance for AM� The superior per�
formance of AM does not appear to be resistant to the addition of additional noise to
the data� When additional noise is added� AM still outperforms LL in the conditions
considered� but the di�erence is not signi�cant anymore �Table ��� The signi�cance of the
di�erences in performance between AM and LL is indicated in Table ��

Table �� Performance of AM and LL Relative to Di�erent Noise Levels
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Noise Level
System �� ��� ��� �� ���
AM ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
LL ��nn ���� �� ��� ���� ���	 ����
LL ��nn ���� � ��� ���� ���� ����
LL ��nn ��� � �	�� �	�	 ��� ����
LL ���nn ���� �� ��� ���� �	�	 ���	

The results in Table � indicate that when additional noise is introduced into the
training data� the performance of AM becomes similar to the performance of LL� Even
if LL only takes into account the single nearest neighbour of the test item� it does not
perform signi�cantly worse than AM� This observation holds irrespective of the amount
of noise added to the training data as well as the number of nearest neighbours taken into
account�

����� Comparison of AM and IBL�s augmented implementations�

In section � a number of enhancements of the basic LL algorithm were discussed� Two
extensions were described� the basic LL scheme can be enriched with �i� a di�erential
weighing of features using �information gain� �IG�� and �ii� a value di�erence metric which
takes into account the overall similarity of classi�cation of all examples for each value of
each feature �MVDM�� In this section we compare the performance of AM with that of
LL augmented with �i� IG �LL�IG�� �ii� MVDM �LL�MVDM� and �iii� a combination of
the two �LL�IG�MVDM�� In the data reported� LL was tested in the condition in which
only the single nearest neighbour was considered� In Table � the success score of AM is
compared with the performance of LL�s basic scheme �LL�� and the three augmentations
of LL� viz� LL�IG� LL�MVDM and LL�IG�MVDM� The comparison shows that only in its
basic scheme LL attains a signi�cantly lower success rate than AM� All extensions of LL
�taking into account only nearest neighbour� yield success rates that are highly similar to
those of AM� and in some cases even higher�

Table �� Comparison of AM and Augmented Versions of LL� Assessment of di�erence
with AM

System Success �� � p �

AM ���� � �
LL ���� ���� ��� ��
LL�IG ���� ������ ����	 NS
LL�MVDM �	�� ������ ����� NS
LL�IG�MVDM ���� ���� ��� NS

The results displayed in Table � pertain to a training set in which no additional noise
is added� When additional noise is present� the comparisons of AM and LL do not show
many discrepancies� in all conditions� there are hardly any results that can be marked
as signi�cantly di�erent� The noise tolerance of AM is not more robust than the noise
tolerance of LL� out of � comparisons only three yield a statistically signi�cant di�erence�
This means that� at least for this task� AM is not more noise tolerant than LL� Extended
with IG and MVDM� LL attains a highly similar success rate to AM�
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� Conclusion

An important limitation of the Analogical Modeling algorithm is that it requires expo�
nential time in the number of attributes� When repairing this using massive parallelism�
the algorithm would be extraordinarily memory greedy� Using a very economic scheme�
explained in Skousen ��	���� the number of processors required for a �� feature problem
would be larger than the ��� processors currently available on the Connection Machine�
In lazy learning� processing time is linear in the number of features�

A second restriction is that AM can only usefully be applied to unordered symbolic or
Boolean features� with numeric features or ordered symbolic features� the ordering is not
taken into account during classi�cation� Lazy Learning is more general in that all types
of features can be handled by a uniform distance metric based on distance in a Euclidean
space�

In the experimental tests reported in this paper� it was shown that AM outperforms
the most basic implementation of a Lazy Learner in predicting the stress pattern of
underived words� The addition of more nearest neighbours to the set of memorised items
a test item is compared with� does not yield signi�cant improvements� AM still performs
better� However this advantage disappears when additional noise is entered in the training
data� It was also shown that augmented versions of the Lazy Learner �that incorporate
feature weighting and�or value di�erence matrices� perform equally well as AM even when
additional noise is added in the training material� We conclude that� at least for this type
of classi�cation task� there is no clear motivation to use the complex and costly AM
algorithm instead of the more general and less complex class of lazy learning algorithms�
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